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This full-color photographic atlas provides clear photographs and drawings of tissues and

organisms similar to specimens seen in a zoology laboratory. This new edition includes many new

illustrations, photographs, photomicrographs, and several animal dissections. Taxonomic

classifications have been updated to reflect advances in modern understanding of molecular

phylogenies. Cladograms are included to assist students in seeing the evolutionary changes of the

different phyla. This atlas is designed to accompany any zoology (or biology) text or laboratory

manual. Loose-leaf, 3-hole drilled, full-color
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This was a great lab manual. It had a ton of information. The copy I ordered was in perfect shape

and arrived very quickly!

The book itself is very helpful for the lab so far, it has pictures that can help you with all the

dissections

The quality of the material (especially histology slides) has helped a lot in my bio/phys labs.

This was perfect and shipped in the perfect amount of time.. I was unaware that I was getting

pages, hole punched, that I had to put in my own binder. I'm not complaining, just was surprised.



It is hard to write a review about a text book until you actually start using themIt appears to be in

wonderful condition with no markings and I am happy with it.

Was exactly as described, being new and arrived super quick! Will order from them again if needed.

Highly recommended.

Excellent quality and came in a very neat package with additional pages for notes, love it!
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